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At the start of this millennium, the principles of structured illumination microscopy (SIM) had been established and
the concept of resolution doubling demonstrated experimentally in two dimensions. Breathtaking advances have since
taken place, making SIM one of the most powerful and versatile superresolution methods available today, routinely
used in the study of biochemical processes in laboratories around the world. In theory there is no inherent limit to the
resolution obtainable with certain modalities of SIM, and new variants have the potential to operate at even higher
speeds and sensitivity than currently realized. In this review, we focus on the very latest innovations in SIM theory and
practice, which are set to continue the revolution of this method into the future. Examples include confocal imple-
mentations of the SIM principle, which can be used in combination with two-photon excitation and adaptive optics.
We present recent applications of such approaches in the life sciences, which illustrate their potential to revolutionize
intravital research, by providing the ability to watch life at the molecular scale, at high speeds, and deep within living
organisms. A different variant makes use of standing plasmonic waves or localized surface plasmons to confer
performance enhancements to 2D SIM modalities. Research on these latter techniques is in its infancy but already
shows great potential for their development into powerful in vitro probes for chemical processes at solid/liquid
interfaces. Physical concepts are reviewed in detail, and future directions are presented along which the field might
fruitfully develop, holding promise for new discoveries on the molecular scale.
Published by The Optical Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Further distribution of this work must
maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.




Breaking the diffraction limit. The field of superresolution micros-
copy, so-called optical nanoscopy, has been recognized recently
with the award of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry to the inventors
of stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED) [1] and
single molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) [2,3]. The win-
ners, Stefan Hell, William Moerner, and Eric Betzig, were among
the first to recognize that the classical resolution barrier in optical
microscopy, formulated almost 150 years ago by Ernst Abbe [4,5],
can be overcome by exploiting mechanisms that control the
switching of fluorophores between fluorescent on and off states.
STED achieves this by depleting fluorescence in the periphery of
a confocal excitation beam via stimulated emission. In SMLM,
physical or chemical methods are used to control the number
of fluorophores that are in the on state, such that only a sparse
subset is imaged at any one time; hence images from individual
fluorophores can be discriminated spatially on wide-field detec-
tors. SMLM achieves superresolution via the precise localization
of individual molecules from their emission patterns, and many
variants exist today that are based on this principle [6]. Notable
examples include photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM)
[7], fluorescence PALM [8], stochastic optical reconstruction
microscopy (STORM) [9], and direct STORM [10], with the
latter also known as ground state depletion microscopy followed
by individual molecule return [11]. In parallel with these develop-
ments, structured illumination microscopy (SIM) was developed
as an alternative means to achieve optical superresolution, and
today SIM has evolved into one of the most powerful and versatile
optical superresolution techniques available, combining resolu-
tion improvement with good acquisition speed and flexibility of
use. In principle, any fluorophore that can be imaged in wide-field
fluorescence microscopes is amenable to interrogation by a SIM
microscope, and thus the complete catalog of fluorescence probes
that has been developed for biochemical analysis is available for
the method. Unsurprisingly, the field has seen extraordinary de-
velopment over the last decade, and many SIM implementations
have been reported since the early pioneering works by Sheppard
[12], Heintzmann and Cremer [13], and Gustafsson [14]. The
evolution of SIM and the rapid pace of its technical development
have been documented in several excellent review articles. General
overviews on optical nanoscopy methods usually include a discussion
of SIM in addition to STED and SMLM techniques, and thus per-
mit a comparison of respective features/advantages/disadvantages;
examples include the review by Lippincott-Schwartz and Manley,
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which provides a historical context for the development of the
field as a whole [15]; and reviews by Hell [16] and Schermelleh
[17], which compare the physical principles of various nanoscopy
methods. The fundamental criteria for achieving superresolution in
continuously labeled samples are lucidly discussed by Heintzmann
and Gustafsson [18], and this is particularly relevant to SIM and to
the conceptually related STED technique, which also makes use of
a structured illumination pattern. Reviews specifically focused on
SIM also exist that cover the technique in varying degrees of tech-
nical detail [19,20]. An outstanding and comprehensive review of
the physical principles of SIM, its practical implementation, and
mathematical derivations for SIM algorithms was recently published
by Wicker [21]. A number of other reviews take a user perspective
on the field, and cater to the needs of biologists, chemists, and other
users of superresolution microscopy. Which technique is the most
useful for my fast-moving sample [22]? Which techniques offer the
best compromise between spatiotemporal resolution and 3D imag-
ing capability [23]? What superresolution methods are available for
cell biologists [24], and how are they applied in an optimal fashion
[25]? How would SIM perform in the study of neuronal processes
[26]? In light of these and similar publications that have appeared in
the field, one may wonder where the need lies for yet another review
on the topic of SIM. However, the underpinning technologies and
theoretical methods are advancing at a phenomenal pace, and SIM
is beginning to make an impact when used in conjunction with
other imaging modalities as well, e.g., light sheet imaging [27].
Current reviews consider SIM mainly as a wide-field technique that
utilizes two-beam [13,28,29] or three-beam [30,31] interference to
generate sinusoidal illumination patterns. Here we follow a different
approach and focus on the process of spatial frequency mixing as the
fundamental principle that links traditional SIM and all its more
recent variants. Hence, using the same conceptual approach, it is
possible to understand the physics of spot-scanning SIM, SIM on
plasmonic substrates, and combinations of SIM with other imaging
modalities, such as lattice light-sheet microscopy. The emphasis is
on the fundamental principles of the technique, followed by the
presentation of the latest innovations and applications of the
technique in biomedical research. SIM is no longer restricted
to sinusoidal excitation patterns and the imaging of thin samples
at moderate speeds with moderate resolution improvements. The
purpose of this mini review is thus also to give researchers an in-
troduction to where this rapidly developing field is heading, and
to provide enough conceptual background for scientists to start
developing their own variants of SIM for their research.
2. PRINCIPLE OF SPATIAL FREQUENCY MIXING
FOR SUPERRESOLUTION
Structured illumination techniques overcome limitations imposed
by optical diffraction by encoding structural details corresponding
to high spatial frequencies in the sample in low-frequency signals
via spatial frequency mixing. Thus information can be recovered
from low-frequency data that is otherwise lost by conventional
imaging through an optical microscope. The spatial frequency
bandwidth that can be transmitted through an objective is de-
scribed by the optical transfer function (OTF), which supports
spatial frequencies only up to a certain cutoff frequency kc. In
mathematical terms, information at spatial frequencies greater
than kc is weighted to zero. The OTF is the Fourier transform
H k of the so-called point spread function (PSF) which is also
known as the impulse response function of the imaging system,
hx. SIM delivers better resolution than conventional micros-
copy by shifting high spatial frequencies into the accessible pass-
band of the OTF, and can thus be viewed as a method that
“increases the OTF support” (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Illumination modes in (a) wide-field imaging, (b) wide-field SIM, and (c) spot-scanning SIM. (b) In wide-field SIM, two laser beams illuminate
the back focal plane of the condenser lens to form an interference pattern in the sample plane. Placing the foci of the illumination beams close to the
periphery of the entrance pupil of the illumination condenser generates an illumination pattern with high spatial frequency on the sample; the higher this
frequency, the better the achievable resolution. The effective OTF is then a convolution of the objective OTF and the spatial frequency spectrum of the
illumination pattern (three delta functions). (c) The same principle holds true for spot-scanning SIM. Here, the back focal plane of the objective is filled
completely with illumination light, thus producing a diffraction-limited spot in the sample plane. The spatial frequency content of the effective OTF is
again the convolution of the spatial frequency content in the illumination pattern and the objective’s OTF. (a) In wide-field imaging, this convolution is
performed with a delta function; i.e., the OTF support is not increased.
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The conventional wide-field implementation of SIM uses a
sinusoidal light pattern excitation, which is formed by the inter-
ference of two laser beams on the sample [see Fig. 1(b)]. This
pattern can be expressed as ex  1 coskex, and it leads
to a fluorescent response in the sample, which can be modeled
by the multiplication of the sample structure sx with the exci-
tation pattern ex. The final image, ix, that is projected onto
the camera is then blurred by the PSF, denoted by hx. The co-
ordinate x refers to the nominal sample coordinate system, and
the magnification of the system is neglected:
ix  sx × ex ⊗ hx: (1)
Blurring is modeled via the convolution operation ⊗. The acces-
sible frequency content that is contained in the image, i.e., the
achievable resolution, is obtained from the Fourier transform
of Eq. (1):
Ik  Sk ⊗ Ek ×H k: (2)
Here capital letters denote the Fourier transforms of the respective
real-space functions in Eq. (1). The variable x in real space
becomes the spatial frequency variable k in Fourier space.
Note that the blurring by the PSF in real space is denoted by
a convolution operation in Eq. (1) and becomes a multiplication
operation with the OTF in frequency space, as is evident from
Eq. (2). Similarly, the multiplication of illumination and sample
structures becomes a convolution, i.e., the sample information is
“smeared across frequency space” by the Fourier transform of the
excitation pattern. In conventional wide-field SIM the excitation
pattern ex is sinusoidal with a spatial frequency ke. Its Fourier
























This shows the essence of SIM: convolution with Ek results in a
shifting of the sample information to new frequency positions
centered at ke . Although the result of this convolution opera-
tion is still curtailed by the OTFH k, it does now contain higher
spatial frequency content, up to the sum of excitation and cutoff
frequencies: kSIM  ke  kc . It is important to note that this
principle holds for any illumination pattern that contains high
spatial frequencies, for example the illumination spot in a confocal
microscope. Figure 1(c) demonstrates that a single diffraction-
limited spot hexx contains all spatial frequencies up to the cutoff
frequency of the condenser objective, and can thus in principle
give rise to resolution doubling as well. In a scanning microscope
this resolution is affected by the size of the detection pinhole, or,
to be precise, the effective detector size [32]. As shown in Fig. 2, a
conventional confocal microscope is only capable of increasing
resolution if the pinhole of the setup is closed down to a very
small aperture. This can be understood if one considers a single
fluorophore, i.e., a point emitter δx, that is scanned by a dif-
fraction-limited beam in the form of the excitation PSF hexx and
imaged through an objective with impulse response hdetx onto a
detector of spatial dimensions Dx:
ix  hexx ⊗ δx × hdetx ⊗ Dx: (4)
When the detector is infinitesimally small, i.e., Dx ∼ δx, one
obtains an effective PSF that is given by hexx × hdetx, and this
offers superresolution, since this product has a narrower distribu-
tion than either hexx or hdet alone. This enhancement is lost if
the detector has an extended area: for example, for an infinitely
large detector, we have Dx  1, and the effective PSF is then
Fig. 2. PSF in a confocal microscope. Depending on the setup of a confocal microscope, its resolving power changes as described by Eq. (4). (a) If a
diffraction-limited spot is illuminated but all of the generated fluorescence is imaged onto a large photodiode (convolution with Dx ≈ 1), the resulting
resolution is the PSF of the excitation light. (b) If the whole sample is illuminated but only a tiny part of the fluorescence is transmitted onto the
detector—the rest is blocked by a pinhole—then the resolution as defined by the detection PSF is achieved. (c) Combining both point illumination
and point detection with a tiny pinhole offers doubled resolution in the form of a confocal PSF that is the multiplication of the excitation and detection
PSF. AU, Airy unit.
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degraded to the excitation PSF hexx, as is evident from Eq. (4).
It is worth adding a detail to this discussion that is often missed:
even in the case of a fully opened pinhole (i.e., “no pinhole”),
confocal microscopy confers a (modest) resolution enhancement
over wide-field microscopy. This is because of the fluorescence
Stokes shift, which means that the excitation PSF hdetx is always
smaller than the emission PSF hdetx. Resolution doubling by
frequency mixing is, however, only achievable when a small pin-
hole is used.
Unfortunately, this superresolution potential is not accessible
in practice due to the extremely low SNR in confocal microscopy
when the pinhole is almost closed and the number of photons
reaching the detector is severely restricted. Already, in 1988,
Sheppard proposed an idea to overcome this problem in what
we want to term spot-scanning SIM [12]. Through the use of
a detector array composed of a multitude of small light-sensitive
elements, each effectively acting as a pinhole, and using a post-
processing step to assign photons detected at the different detector
elements to their point of origin, he demonstrated that in prin-
ciple superresolution is achievable with no loss of signal intensity.
The concept was implemented experimentally more than 20 years
later by Müller and Enderlein [33], who termed the method im-
age scanning microscopy (ISM). In the next section we focus on
this class of superresolution methods and recent developments.
3. SPOT-SCANNING SIM
In ISM resolution doubling is achieved, as in confocal micros-
copy, with an almost closed pinhole, but without the associated
trade-off in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This is achieved by
replacing the point detector in a conventional confocal micro-
scope with a detector array, e.g., a CCD chip, and thus the
2D photon distribution of the signal, i.e., the PSF, is sampled.
Each detector pixel can now be considered to be an independent
point detector, with the pixel size representing a tiny confocal
aperture. Every pixel thus records an independent superresolved
image of the illumination point; however, it is shifted by roughly
an amount of x∕2, where x is the distance of the pixel from the
image axis. A straightforward approach of summing all these
images would re-create the image recorded by a conventional
confocal microscope with the pinhole fully opened, as seen in
Fig. 2(a). Shifting the information of each pixel to align the re-
corded data increases the overall SNR tremendously and even in-
creases the resolution [34]. A rigorous analysis of the extent of this
operation, image shifting, was recently provided by Sheppard et al.
[35]. Thus, shifting the data from all individual pixels onto the
optical axis before summing them up retains and even surpasses
the superresolution capability of confocal microscopy, but with
the benefit of a vastly increased SNR. In fact, the method has
resolution-doubling capability in not only the lateral but also
the axial direction, as explained in detail by Schulz et al. [36].
In practice, a 2D image is recorded on the detector array at
each scan position of the excitation beam, and the recorded
PSF is then either computationally scaled down or mapped onto
an image grid that is scaled up by a factor of 2. The first ISM
microscope by Müller and Enderlein used the “PSF shrinking
approach” [33]—they scanned a diffraction-limited excitation
beam across the sample and recorded the blurred fluorescence
spots one by one on a camera. In a postprocessing step the ac-
quired images were scaled and placed at the corresponding beam
positions. With this procedure they proved the concept proposed
by Sheppard and the ability of confocal SIM to improve resolu-
tion. They also stated the advantage of providing optical section-
ing that is inherent to confocal imaging. The big drawback,
however, was the enormous number of raw images required
for the method. For instance, to achieve a superresolved image
of a 10 μm × 10 μm field of view, some 625,000 raw images were
required, with an associated recording time of approximately
10 min. An obvious approach to speed up the method is to par-
allelize the acquisition process—and this is exactly what York et al.
achieved in their variant of the method, termed multifocal SIM
(MSIM) [37]. Here a digital micromirror device projects a 2D
spot pattern onto the sample and hence collects spot data from
hundreds of excitation spots simultaneously. The postprocessing
of the data is analogous to that of ISM by Müller and Enderlein.
In some cases this processing procedure can lead to artifacts in the
final image, and therefore more robust reconstruction methods
have been developed recently [38]. The technique enabled 3D
imaging of live cells at frame rates reaching up to 1 Hz.
Schulz et al. [36] presented a different parallelization approach
by integrating ISM into a confocal spinning disk microscope.
A conceptual variation is to perform the shifting and scaling op-
erations required in spot-scanning SIM optically [39,40]. This
offers the potential to greatly increase acquisition speed and to
reduce the need for complex postprocessing of large image data
sets. Collectively, these methods can be called optical photon
reassignment microscopy (OPRA). Superresolution is achieved
in OPRA by shrinking the illumination spot optically using an
inverted telescope arrangement and by reassigning it to the
appropriate camera position using a beam-scanning unit for
the emission signal in addition to that required for excitation.
This approach provides a speed enhancement over the original
digital implementation of ISM and offers acquisition speeds
reaching 0.5 Hz. Although MSIM is faster than these early
implementations of ISM and OPRA, recent implementations
of single-beam spot-scanning SIM can reach up to 13 frames
per second [41], limited now by excitation saturation.
However, all-optical versions of MSIM also exist. These methods
were pioneered by York et al. [34] and are called instant SIM
(iSIM), and currently represent the fastest SIM modalities re-
ported. In iSIM a multitude of illumination spots are generated
and emission patterns are scaled and shifted using microlens
arrays that are scanned across the sample. Overall, this implemen-
tation provides frame rates of over 100 Hz with resolution dou-
bling in three dimensions and in multiple colors [34]. Figure 3
provides a conceptual overview of the different spot-scanning
techniques discussed in this section. It is worth noting that the
all-optical implementations of spot-scanning SIM, namely
iSIM [34], OPRA [40], and re-scan confocal microscopy [39],
were all developed independently.
Impressive examples of the capabilities of iSIM include the
ultrafast imaging of the rapid movement of motor-driven organ-
elles in human lung fibroblasts, which traffic at speeds of up to
1 μms−1, and the visualization of the cytoskeleton within blood
cells circulating deep in a living 3 day old zebrafish embryo [34].
Similarly, York et al. visualized fast contractions occurring in the
endoplasmic reticulum in living cells [34], as shown in Fig. 4.
These are remarkable developments of microscopy, and applica-
tions that would have been unthinkable not long ago. Wide-field
implementations of SIM that use sinusoidal illumination patterns
achieve less than one-tenth of these frame rates but offer better
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SNR at high spatial frequencies in return. Spot-scanning SIM, on
the other hand, has the potential to confer performance advan-
tages for imaging in thicker samples or inside live tissue. This is
because the patterns that have to be projected in wide-field
excitation degrade quickly with depth because of scattering
and absorption. Furthermore, sinusoidal illumination patterns
are usually generated by interfering two light beams that pass
through high-NA objectives in the fashion shown in Fig. 1(b),
under conditions that offer only a very shallow working depth.
Confocal spot-scanning techniques do not suffer from the latter
problem, and they are, furthermore, highly compatible with adap-
tive optics techniques to correct for optical aberrations. Finally,
spot scanning is compatible with two-photon excitation schemes,
and thus inherently less affected by scattering in deep tissue. The
advantages of two-photon excitation were described already in the
’90s by Denk et al. [43]; here two photons whose combined
Fig. 4. Superresolution imaging, deep and fast. (a)–(c) iSIM is the fastest SIM technique to date (to our knowledge) and was used here to unveil the
dynamics of the endoplasmic reticulum in human lung fibroblasts at frame rates of 100 Hz. The images reveal the rapid polymerization and depolyme-
rization of the microtubule constituting the endoplasmic reticulum scaffold, revealing details that had been invisible before the advent of iSIM. Scale bars
are 10 μm, 5 μm, and 200 nm, respectively. (d), (e) For deep tissue imaging, two-photon MSIM can be used, which enhances both resolution and,
importantly, contrast when compared to conventional wide-field imaging. Shown is the salivary gland of aDrosophila melanogaster imaged (d) in wide-field
and (e) by two-photon MSIM [44] in x–z view (Scale bar 5 μm), imaged at 40 μm depth in the sample. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd: [Nature Methods] [34] copyright (2013) and from Ingaramo et al. [44].
Fig. 3. Comparison of spot-scanning SIM techniques. In a conventional scanning confocal microscope, superresolution can only be achieved if a
small pinhole is used [12], which is not practicable due to low signal levels in this case. In ISM [33], the point detector is replaced by a detector array
to capture the entire shape of the excitation spot for each scan position in an individual image and process those images accordingly. In MSIM [37], the
long acquisition time (10 min) of ISM is decreased via heavy parallelization of the imaging process, boosting fram-rates 1000-fold. OPRA [40] is an
all-optical implementation of ISM in the sense that all the postprocessing is done on the fly using additional lenses and scanner units to produce a
superresolved image directly on the camera. Due to the limited speed of the scanners, the frame rate of OPRA is limited to 0.5 frames per second
[39]. This limit can be overcome, similar to MSIM, via parallelization: the respective technique is called instant SIM, or iSIM [34,42]. This technique
can provide imaging rates of over 100 frames per second through the use of multifocal illumination patterns in combination with microlens arrays for
analogue processing in superresolution, and can thus outperform other SIM modalities in terms of imaging speed.
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energy matches the optical transition are absorbed simultaneously,
but the nonlinear intensity dependence of the process restricts
absorption to a highly confined volume in the focal spot of
the beam. This vastly reduces the generation of signal outside
the illumination focal plane, and associated photobleaching in
front of and behind the focal plane [43] is reduced. The method
thus provides automatic sectioning capability.
To date, two variants of spot-scanning SIM have been imple-
mented in a two-photon configuration: MSIM [44] and OPRA
[45]. Using two-photon MSIM, it was possible to achieve a
145 nm resolution laterally and 400 nm resolution axially at im-
aging depths in live specimens exceeding 100 μm and at frame
rates of 0.2 Hz [44]. These impressive results could even be sur-
passed through use of two-photon OPRA; Winter et al. achieved
frame rates of 1 Hz at comparable penetration depths. The speed
of OPRA is limited by the pixel dwell time, while the speed of
MSIM is restricted by the camera readout time. A combination of
both techniques, multifocal two-photon SIM with all-optical
processing, has yet to be demonstrated but offers exciting poten-
tial to become the new “gold standard” in thick tissue imaging
in vivo: the parallelized approach compensates for pixel dwell
times and limitations in readout speed, since on the fly all-optical
processing obviates the need for multiple acquisitions to generate
superresolved images. We note that in principle wide-field SIM
with sinusoidal illumination patterns can also be combined with
two-photon excitation [46,47], but the very high illumination
powers required and aforementioned limitations in axial resolu-
tion and imaging depth limit the advantages. A promising alter-
native to the approaches described above is offered by two-step
excitation schemes [48]. The idea here is to use photoactivatable
fluorophores [49], which are nonfluorescent until activated by
blue or UV light. It is possible to structure the illumination pat-
tern of the activation light in a similar fashion to that in wide-field
SIM [50] or spot-scanning SIM [48]. This approach offers further
resolution enhancements, as the cutoff frequencies of activation-,
excitation-, and emission-light sum up: k2step  kac  kex  kem.
Using this technique, the authors achieved a SIM resolution of
62 nm in live cells [50]. Although the use of two-photon excita-
tion improves the penetration depth, the shape of the excitation
spot at greater imaging depths is still subject to degradation.
Furthermore, the generated fluorescence is even more strongly
affected by scattering and absorption. To counteract these prob-
lems, the use of adaptive optics was introduced in microscopy.
Initially, this technique was developed for astronomy applications
to correct for aberrations in the atmosphere, but the same prin-
ciples have been applied to correct for aberrations in microscopy.
To compensate for wavefront aberrations, the illuminating beam
is directed onto an adaptive optical element, for example, a spatial
light modulator or a deformable mirror. The active pixels on these
devices can control the phase of the light and are used to impart a
wavefront distortion to the beam before it enters the sample that
pre-compensates for phase distortions experienced as the beam
propagates through the sample. As a result, tight focusing is pos-
sible, even in aberrating samples. Similar corrections can also be
made for detected light to “undo” distortions experienced by the
emitted light as it travels through the sample toward the detector
[51]. Two different algorithms have been proposed to provide
feedback on phase distortions, and thus to adjust the adaptive
optical elements accordingly. One measures the wavefront distor-
tions directly using a Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor [52],
and the other is a purely computational procedure, which,
through iterative optimization, provides estimates of the wave-
front distortion. The latter requires no additional hardware
and is applicable even in wide-field SIM [53]. Alternatively, meth-
ods have also been proposed that estimate distortions in the illu-
mination pattern directly during the reconstruction process [54].
When these technologies are put together in a single setup, images
of remarkable clarity and resolution can be generated that offer
profound insights in live microscopic specimens; Fig. 5(a), for
instance, shows a nematode larva imaged in two colors with
an all-optical two-photon ISM system [45]. Zooming closer
[Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)] reveals individual neurons expressing the
transcriptional reporter protein psax-3::GFP. As the imaged ani-
mal is alive, the functional activity of neurons can be studied in
real time, in situ, and in vivo with optical superresolution. In a
similar fashion, zebrafish embryos can be imaged during develop-
ment, as depicted in Fig. 5(g). Here a 3D rendering of the devel-
oping eye in a 40 h old live zebrafish embryo is shown at an overall
resolution of well below 200 nm and an imaging depth up
to 100 μm.
These examples show that the door is now open for intravital
imaging at optical superresolution, which permits the detailed
study of the chemistry of life as it occurs in cells deeply buried
within developing and living organisms. However, there are
also enormous opportunities to study chemical processes under
in vitro conditions using novel modalities of SIM that achieve
even higher resolution than what we have hereto described.
For studies in vitro, a novel SIM modality is currently being
actively researched and developed, and it promises to achieve
nanoscopic resolution comparable to rivaling techniques such
as STED and SMLM: plasmonic SIM (PSIM).
4. WIDE-FIELD SIM USING PLASMONIC
ILLUMINATION PATTERNS
A high chemical specificity and good spatiotemporal resolution
are invaluable properties for the visualization of chemical and bio-
chemical process kinetics. Conventional SIM systems achieve two
of these three characteristics, namely, specificity and temporal
resolution. However, they are still restricted in terms of their
achievable spatial resolution. As outlined in previous sections,
the ultimate resolution achievable in SIM is determined by the
spatial frequency of the excitation pattern kex, which itself is lim-
ited by optical diffraction. Nonlinear modalities of SIM are theo-
retically diffraction unlimited, as was proposed in 2002 [55] and
later demonstrated for wide-field SIM [28,56] and spot-scanning
SIM [57]. This can be understood by considering the illumina-
tion of a sample with sinusoidally modulated light patterns of very
high intensity, as shown in Fig. 1. Optical transitions of sample
fluorophores are more likely to be saturated in those regions
where the illumination intensity is high, and thus the degree
of saturation will be a function of position with respect to the
illumination structure. As a result, the spatial emission pattern
will no longer be purely sinusoidal, but will, in addition to
the fundamental spatial frequency prescribed by the illumination
pattern, also contain higher harmonics, i.e., multiples of the fun-
damental frequency. These higher harmonics can theoretically be
used to extend the support of the OTF to arbitrarily high values.
An excellent review on this topic is found in [18]. Nonlinear SIM
is sometimes also treated as a RESOLFT technique (reversibly
saturable, optically linear fluorescence transitions) [16]. The
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big drawback of nonlinear SIM is, however, that the high illumi-
nation intensities required for saturation also induce photobleach-
ing and associated phototoxicity. The need for high intensity in
nonlinear SIM can be circumvented through a trick that makes
use of optical dispersion in a linear implementation of SIM,
which, like nonlinear SIM, is also theoretically unlimited in res-
olution. The method requires the use of surface plasmon polar-
itons (SPPs), which can be spatially patterned at very high
frequency. Conventionally, the spatial frequency k of light is





However, it was already shown in the 1950s that light can travel
along metallic surfaces at the metal–air interface [58] in the form
of SPPs, and that for these surface-bound light waves, the
dispersion relation in Eq. (5) no longer holds. For SPPs k depends
on the dielectric functions of the metal ϵmetalω and that of the
surrounding insulator ϵinsulatorω in a complex fashion. The latter
account for the response of the metal’s electrons to the electric










Here kSPP refers to the spatial frequency of the SPP, and its value
is plotted against the angular frequency ω in the upper panel
of Fig. 6.
Clearly, the wave vector of the SPP light can reach far greater
values of k than light propagating in free space; however, photon
energy in the plasmon field is unchanged, and thus the resonance
conditions needed to excite fluorophores remain unchanged.
Furthermore, two counterpropagating SPPs can interfere with
one another and thus produce ultrafine stripe patterns that
provide outstanding potential to further improve resolution in
wide-field SIM approaches. Since SPPs are inherently confined
to the substrate surface they are traveling on, their intensity
decays within tens of nanometers perpendicular to that surface,
Fig. 6. Principle of resolution improvement in plasmonic SIM. In con-
ventional mounting media such as air, water, or oil, the relation between
the angular frequency ω and the wave vector k of the illumination light is
linear. Hence, the maximum resolution in conventional SIM, as defined
by the sum frequency of illumination wave vector kair and emission wave
vector kem ≈ kair, is approximately twice that of wide-field imaging. At
the interface between a metal and an insulator, the dispersion relationship
becomes nonlinear, due to the influence of the materials’ dielectric func-
tions ϵ1 and ϵ2, which are themselves functions of ω. It is therefore pos-
sible to generate spatial frequencies that are far beyond those permitted
by the diffraction limit in conventional imaging media. Note that this is
not inconsistent with Abbe theory, because plasmons are near-field phe-
nomena and thus not constrained by diffraction.
Fig. 5. Two-photon imaging with an all-optical ISM system. (a) Anesthetized nematode larva imaged in two colors. The larva’s neurons expressing the
protein GFP are clearly visible in green. The body of the larva was imaged using autofluorescence and appears red in the image. (b)–(f ) Enlarged regions
demonstrate the power of this technique to visualize biological processes inside live animal neurons. The yellow and magenta arrows point to fascicles of
the nerve cords. (g) Eye of a 40 h old zebrafish. The images visualize the microtubule network inside the eye, and the magenta arrows point to locations
where cells undergo mitosis, clearly visible from the opposing arrangement of microtubule bundles. Images reprinted from Winter et al. [45], with
permission. Scale bars: (a) 60 μm; (b) 20 μm; (c), (d) 4 μm; (e), (f ) 5 μm.
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in a fashion similar to evanescent fields in total internal reflection
fluorescence (TIRF) illumination [59]. Consequently, the back-
ground fluorescence is very effectively suppressed. These features
are set to make PSIM [60] an extremely powerful superresolution
modality, although research in this field is still in its infancy. As a
further advantage, in certain implementations of PSIM, the ex-
citation fringe pattern can be generated with a single beam using
appropriately structured metal films. The principle is shown in
Fig. 7, where a metal-coated coverslip is prepared with periodi-
cally arranged slits along the surface. This allows the illumination
light to be coupled into the metal coating such that the SPPs gen-
erate standing waves upon reflection at the metal boundaries, as
illustrated in Fig. 7. Note that for efficient coupling, the angle of
incidence has to be close to the SPP coupling angle θSPP (see next
paragraph for a discussion). Plasmon waves are then launched in
both directions starting from the slits and can interfere with
plasmon waves from neighboring slits to produce diffraction-
unlimited fringe patterns. To change the starting phase of the
standing wave, it suffices to make small adjustments to the inci-
dent angle of the illumination light [60].
The overall setup of a PSIM microscope is essentially that of a
conventional TIRF microscope [61]; the main difference lies in
the requirement for a special coating on the coverslip. The post-
processing of PSIM data is, however, much more challenging than
for conventional SIM. In practice, the coating material must be
chosen appropriately for the particular application, as the accep-
tance angle θSPP is material dependent and can vary from ∼45° for
gold coatings to ∼70° for a silver–water interface [62]. As silver
coatings support SPPs at visible wavelengths, it is likely to become
the material of choice for many future PSIM implementations.
We note that only p-polarized light can be launched into plas-
monic waves. It has already been used to demonstrate a resolution
increase of 2.6 [60], and could become the next generation of
TIRF-SIM, which already achieves a 2.1 × resolution improve-
ment to about 90 nm [29,50]. Simulations of graphene-coated
coverslips even promise a resolution improvement down into
the range of several tens of nanometers [63].
Fig. 7. Pattern generation in plasmonic SIM (PSIM). In contrast to
conventional SIM, only a single illumination beam is required in
PSIM. A plasmonic standing wave pattern can be created with a single
wave incident on a metal coated coverslip, featuring tiny slits that are
periodically distributed on the surface on a micrometer scale [60].
The angle of incidence of the excitation light is as close as possible to
the SPP acceptance angle θSPP. Due to the slits, the illumination light
can couple into the coating and travel along the surface in both directions
from the slit. The interference of two counterpropagating SPPs thus cre-
ates a fringe pattern with spatial frequency kSPP that is beyond the cutoff
frequency of conventional SIM.
Fig. 8. Pattern generation in localized plasmon SIM (LPSIM).
(a) Light from a single beam incident on a nanostructured substrate cre-
ates localized plasmon resonances with dimensions below the diffraction
limit. Note that the angle of incidence θ is not critical in generating local-
ized plasmons and can be very different from the acceptance angle θSPP
required for PSIM (see Fig. 7). However, the shape of the localized plas-
mon field pattern is strongly dependent on θ, as shown in (b)–(f ), and
can thus be as a method to induce “pattern shifts” as required for the
reconstruction of superresolved images from the raw data. In this con-
figuration the limiting factor is not the diffraction of light but the pre-
cision at which nanostructures and field patterns can be produced.
Images in (a)–(f ) are adapted from Ponsetto et al. [65] with permission
of The Royal Society of Chemistry. LPSIM is compatible also with
marker-free imaging and could be combined with surface enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [67]. That this is, in principle, possible
is shown in (g), which represents an optical micrograph of a collagen
fibril, and (h), the respective superresolved LPSIM-SERS image. The
color scale represents the relative intensity of the detected signal.
Images in (g), (h) reprinted with permission from C. T. Ertsgaard,
R. M. Mckoskey, I. S. Rich, and N. C. Lindquist, “Dynamic
Placement of Plasmonic Hotspots for Super-Resolution Surface-
Enhanced Raman Scattering,” ACS Nano 8, 10941–10946 (2014).
Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society.
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There is another method for the implementation of PSIM that
makes use of localized plasmons (LPs) excited near nanostructures
periodically placed directly on the coverslip. These can be made
of, e.g., glass [64], silver [65], or gold [66]. The corresponding
technique has been named LPSIM [65]. Here, it is not the fre-
quency of the illumination light that determines the spatial fre-
quency of the periodic plasmon intensity distribution, but solely
the spatial period of the nanostructure pattern situated on the
coverslip. An example for such a nanostructured pattern is shown
in Fig. 8. Here, tiny metal disks are placed in a honeycomb pat-
tern on a substrate, with distances between neighboring disks far
smaller than the diffraction limit to capture and convert incident
light into LPs. In this approach the angle of incidence is not a
constraining factor, which is in contrast to PSIM. Instead, the
launch angle can be varied to produce “phase shifted” patterns
as required for the reconstruction process [see Figs. 8(b)–8(f )].
The light that is bound to the disks is a near-field phenomenon
and only penetrates into the sample for a depth of several tens of
nanometers, i.e., offering the same intrinsic contrast afforded by
PSIM and TIRF microscopy. Additionally, the nanostructures can
theoretically be tailored for use with any illumination wavelength
and therefore permit the use of many biochemically interesting
dyes. Furthermore, concepts that combine LPSIM with interfer-
ing beams for illumination have been discussed and could provide
further improvements in resolution by gaining extra spatial infor-
mation from combinations of k-vectors that reflect periodicities in
both the nanostructures on the substrate and the intensity pattern
of the light [64,66]. This is conceptually analogous to the discus-
sion around Fig. 6. So far PSIM and LPSIM both have only been
studied in simulations and in basic experimental demonstrations
with fluorescent beads. Nevertheless, these early results promise
an interesting future for these techniques in dynamic in vitro
imaging applications that require nanoscale resolution. This could
be especially true if they are combined with two-step excitation
methods, which double the effective spatial frequency in the il-
lumination pattern [48]. LPSIM can even be used as a label-free
imaging method: in combination with surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy, superresolution is obtained with molecular specific-
ity without a requirement for fluorescent labels [67]. An early
demonstration is shown in Fig. 8(h), where collagen fibrils are
imaged at 100 nm resolution, without use of labels. In conclu-
sion, these new SIM modalities, spot-scanning SIM and
PSIM, are likely to push the technique beyond the current
resolution boundaries. A comparison of SIM with plasmonic
illumination and spot-scanning SIM is shown in Table 1.
While spot-scanning SIM techniques are most useful for the
study of biochemical processes in living environments, PSIM
has the potential to become the method of choice for real-time
nanoscopic imaging of molecular phenomena in vitro.
5. SUMMARY
Two novel modalities of SIM imaging have been explored in
this review, variants of which hold promise for further step
changes in the application of optical imaging in biomedical
and chemical research. The first concerns the so-called spot-
scanning implementations of SIM and their parallelized variants,
called MSIM. These techniques can be combined with two-
photon excitation and adaptive optics, which have opened up
the field of SIM imaging for intravital applications and which
enable studies of chemical processes deep inside live and devel-
oping organisms at unprecedented resolutions and frame rates.
The second major innovation lies in the use of plasmonic struc-
tures in wide-field implementations of SIM, which will permit the
imaging of chemical species in vitro with theoretically unlimited
resolutions at high speed. Since plasmonic excitation fields are
surface-bound, these techniques avoid the generation of out-
of-focus signals, similar to TIRF-SIM, thus greatly improving
contrast. Due to a nonlinear dispersion relation between illumi-
nation frequency and the SPP wave vector, standing plasmon
resonances have the potential to offer considerable resolution im-
provements. In the future this could be used to “capture movies”
of dynamic chemical processes in real time.
Nevertheless, SIM should not be seen as a standalone technol-
ogy, as its principle can also be applied quite generally in combi-
nation with other imaging modalities. Breathtaking images were
recently presented by Chen et al., who demonstrated a technique
called lattice SIM [27], which combines the low phototoxicity
and imaging speed of selective plane illumination microscopy
with the resolution doubling potential of SIM. Combinations
with other superresolution modalities are also conceivable and
could provide synergistic effects. Correlative imaging of STORM
and SIM was already proposed and implemented [68,69] to cross-
validate the two methods and to correct for reconstruction arti-
facts specific to each of the two techniques. It may also be useful
in future setups to not only overlay the images from different
modalities but also combine and process respective raw data to
yield a superior data set that bridges resolution gaps and reveals
yet further detail, thus “combining the best of several imaging
worlds.” In STED microscopy, higher acquisition speeds might
be achievable than are currently possible via a combination with
PSIM [70]. Other approaches might take into account the struc-
tured illumination character of parallelized STED [71] and treat
corresponding data with MSIM reconstruction algorithms [38],
thus exploiting the resolving power of STED and SIM to their full
combined potential.
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